The instanton tunnelling amplitude induces a nonperturbative violation of scale invariance which can be understood in terms of the anomaly in the trace of the stress energy tensor.
just as the triangle diagram for (aTJ! J~J") induces the chiral anomaly ( 3) Equation (3) is valid to any finite order in perturbation theory, but Eq. (2) is modified by radiative corrections, which have recently been computed 5 ) to all orders in a. in terms of functions defined by the renormalization group.
Here we are interested in the trace anomaly of QCD, which has also recently been expressed 6 ) to all orders in the renormalized coupling constant g:
We use the notation of-Collins et al.: ym(g) and S(g) are defined in the context of the renormalization group, N denotes the normal product definition of the operators, and G~" is the normal gauge covariant field tensor. We will a use Eq. (4) in Green's functions with only gauge field or current external legs, in which case the one-loop approximation to Eq. (4) is*)
where -- 
where NF is the number of quark flavours.
The breaking of the dilatation charge is characterized by
..
-
We want to compute in the one-loop approximation the contribution to flD due to the anomalous term in Eq. (5) in the presence of the q = 1 instanton background field. The leading-order anomaly in Eq. (5) is already a o~e-loop effect, so it suffices to evaluate (al-1\1 G ) . t t in tree approximation. The amplitude in a alJ\1 1ns an on 7 ) this approximation is just the classical instanton field and we compute --
Here Gel denotes the classical solution with q = 1, for which the inequality of .Eq. (1) is saturated. The factor "i" in Eq. .. 
However, we want to compute only the contribution to 6D from the anomaly, e-$row in Eq. (5), so we subtract the scaling violation generated by the factor mNF in Eq. (10). For our purpose the relevant differential operator is then ·
In Eq. If we attempt to compute ·(6n · ) to all orders in quantum flueanomaly instanton .
tuations, we encounter a second w~ in which the trace anomaly differs from the charge, 6Qs = t:hiral anomaly. To compute the breaking of the chiral. U ( 1)
/d~x a J~ in the presence of the instanton we must compute
) .
• \ a aJ-1\1 1nstanton Because this volume integral can be written ,as an integral over the surface at infinity where to all orders the integrand is determined by the boundary conditions 7 ) , it is given in quantum loops by the classical value of Eq. (1) 
where for QCD we substitute Eq. (4) for e. The instanton therefore non-perturbati vely breaks the conformal charge, by *) I am grateful to David Olive .for an explanation of this point. 
